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Autonomous wind power systems are among the most interesting and environmentally
friendly technological solutions for the electrification of remote consumers. However, the
expected system operational cost is quite high, especially if the no-load rejection restriction
is applied. This article describes an integrated feasibility analysis of a stand-alone wind
power system, considering, beyond the total long-term operational cost of the system, the
no-energy fulfilment (or the alternative energy coverage) cost of the installation. Therefore
the impact of desired system reliability on the stand-alone system configuration is included.
Accordingly, a detailed parametric investigation is carried out concerning the influence of
the hourly no-energy fulfilment cost on the system dimensions and operational cost. Thus,
by using the proposed method, one has the capability–in all practical cases–to determine
the optimum wind power system configuration that minimizes the long-term total cost
of the installation, considering also the influence of the local economy basic parameters.
Copyright  2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Introduction
An autonomous wind power system is one of the most interesting and environmentally friendly technological
solutions for the electrification of remote consumers1,2 or entire rural areas.3 For this purpose, a properly
sized small wind turbine is necessary to exploit the available medium–high wind potential for producing
useful electrical energy.

Owing to the stochastic behaviour of the wind, the existence of an energy storage system–usually a
lead–acid battery bank able to match the electricity demand of the consumer and the energy output of the
wind turbine–is absolutely necessary. The complete system also includes (see Figure 1) several electronic
devices,1,4 used either to control the battery operation (AC/DC rectifier, battery charge controller) or to
guarantee high-quality electricity for the consumer. Besides, a UPS (uninterruptible power supply) and a
DC/AC inverter should be used at the outlet of the system if alternative current (AC) of 50/60 Hz and
220/110 V is required.

One of the most expensive components of such a stand-alone system is the battery bank necessary to
guarantee the desired system reliability at any cost. Thus, in cases of increased system autonomy, the battery
contribution to the initial or the total operational cost is found to be dominant5 (up to 85%), determining the
complete system economic viability. In addition, the system batteries should be replaced every 6–8 years,6

thus increasing the system operational cost. The battery dimensions may be markedly reduced if the no-load
rejection criterion (theoretical reliability 100%) is replaced by a more realistic7,8 number of load rejections
or a moderated reliability coefficient.
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Figure 1. Proposed stand-alone wind power system

In the present analysis the annual number of load rejections is used to define the reliability parameter, being
also equal to the total hours that the system cannot annually fulfil the energy demand of the consumption. The
desired system reliability is directly dependent on the type of applications supported by the stand-alone wind
power system. More specifically, 99% (or even less) reliability is assumed acceptable for domestic applications
such as lighting, clothes washing, cooking, etc. On the other hand, for high-reliability applications such as
telecommunication systems the minimum reliability is set equal to 99Ð9%, being equivalent to less than 10
load rejections yearly or 8Ð76 h lacking electricity per annum.

In an attempt to include the required system reliability in the proposed analysis, the no-energy (electricity)
fulfilment cost A parameter should be introduced in the generalized total operational cost function of the
system. More precisely, the parameter A describes (in Euro/h) the cost of not covering the electricity demand
of the system per hour. In order to obtain the no-load rejection case, one simply assigns to A an arbitrarily
high value (i.e. A ! 1). Of course, since the value of A is not easily defined, a parametric analysis should
be carried out embracing several numerical values of A.

Cost– Benefit Analysis of the Proposed Configuration
The initial cost of a stand-alone wind power system, ICo, includes the ex-works price of the wind turbine,
ICWT, the battery system purchase cost ICbat, the electronic equipment cost ICelec and the corresponding
balance of the plant cost, expressed as a percentage f of the wind turbine price. Thus one may write

ICo D ICWT C ICbat C ICelec C f ICWT �1�

Using the analysis of previous works,5,7 the following expression is assumed valid:

ICo D
(

a

b C Nx
o

C c

)
No�1 C f� C � Q1�ω

max C � N1��
p C B No �2�
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where No is the wind turbine rated power, Np is the consumption peak load demand (including an appropriate
safety factor, e.g. 1Ð3) and Qmax is the battery capacity. Besides, a, b, x and c are numerical constants used to
simulate4 the ex-works price of small wind converters (up to 100 kW) in the local market. Their numerical
values are equal to 8Ð7 ð 105 Euro/kW, 621, 2Ð05 and 700 Euro/kW respectively. Similarly, parameters �
and ω are selected7 to describe the battery bank initial cost; thus � D 5Ð04 Euro/Ah and ω D 0Ð078. Finally,
parameters �, � and B are respectively equal to 483 Euro/kW, 0Ð083 and 380 Euro/kW, used also to estimate7

the electronic devices initial cost.
Accordingly, the future value of the total investment cost over an n-year period, Cn of the stand-alone

system under investigation, including the corresponding fixed (expressed as a fraction m of the initial capital
ICo invested) and variable maintenance and operation (M&O)costs,5,9 is given as

Cn D ICo�1 C i�n

{
�1 � �� C m

1 C g

g � i

[(
1 C g

1 C i

)n

� 1

]
C 

}
�3�

where  takes into consideration the battery replacement cost rb ICo every nb years (nb D 6–8 years) and is
expressed as

 D 0 for n � nb D 7

 D rbat

(
1 C gb

1 C i

)nb

for nb C 1 � n � 2nb �4�

 D rbat

(
1 C gb

1 C i

)nb

C rbat

(
1 C gb

1 C i

)2nb

for 2nb C 1 � n

with

rbat D � Q1�ω
max

ICo
�5�

Keep in mind that i describes the time-mean capital cost index, while g is the corresponding local market
inflation rate; see also Reference 10. The above analysis implicitly assumes that both M&O and battery
replacement costs increase every year according to the local market inflation g. Finally, � is the percentage
subsidy (e.g. 30%–40%) by the Greek State, according to the current development law (e.g. 2601/98) or the
corresponding National Operational Competitiveness Program.

Cost Reduction by Accepting a Specific Number of Load Rejections
In the following, the above-described total cost analysis (equation (3)) is applied to two separate cases for
which detailed wind potential data are given. More precisely, the first case concerns an island of excellent wind
potential (mean annual wind speed between 9 and 9Ð8 m s�1), i.e. Andros Island. The second case examined
corresponds to a stand-alone system created on the island of Kithnos. The island possesses a medium–high
quality wind potential, since the annual mean wind speed varies between 6Ð3 and 7Ð1 m s�1. Several medium-
sized wind turbines11 already exist on both islands, mainly belonging to the Greek PPC (Public Power
Corporation). In both cases the analysis is carried out by using a year’s wind speed measurements; see
References 1 and 12.

Thus, in Figure 2, six distinct numerical curves are drawn representing the zero-load rejection solution
(R D 100%, h D 0) and the R D 99Ð9%, 99Ð5%, 99%, 98% and 95% cases for Andros Island. More specifically,
each point belonging to these curves represents a stand-alone wind power system minimum configuration (i.e.
minimum wind turbine rated power and minimum battery capacity) that guarantees a given reliability value
for Andros Island and for a year-long period. In the same figure the corresponding 10 year total cost constant-
value curves are also drawn in order to estimate the minimum total cost solution for every reliability level.
All the minimum cost points are represented by the ‘best points’ curve also given in the figure.
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Figure 2. Relation between the configuration of a stand-alone wind power system and the 10 year total cost for variable
reliability values, Andros Island

In fact, there is a marked total cost diminution as the required theoretical reliability is decreased from
100% to 95%. This 10 year total cost reduction may be of the order of 55% as the desired system reliability
drops from the theoretical value of 100% to 95%. Even for high reliability values (e.g. 99%) the 10 year
total cost diminution is significant (almost 20,000 Euro), while the corresponding lacking-electricity hours
are less than 100 per year. It is, however, worth mentioning that for moderated reliability–between 100% and
99%–there appears a considerable battery capacity diminution (approximately 50%), while the corresponding
wind turbine size remains unaffected. For lower reliability values, though, the battery capacity remains almost
constant as the wind turbine rated power decreases from 6 to 2Ð5 kW.

Similar conclusions apply to the Kithnos Island case, Figure 3, as well. According to the calculation results
obtained, there is a considerable system optimum size change as the desired reliability varies between 95%
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Figure 3. Relation between the configuration of a stand-alone wind power system and the 10 year total cost for variable
reliability values, Kithnos Island
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and 100%. More specifically, the optimum battery capacity declines from 11,900 Ah (R D 100%) to only
4300 Ah (R D 95%), while at the same time the wind turbine rated power required is also decreased from
12 to 7 kW. Finally, the corresponding initial cost reduction is more than 50%. As in the Andros case, the
reliability decrease–between 100% and 99%–is mainly realized by reducing the optimum battery capacity
(from 11,900 to 7500 Ah), while the corresponding wind turbine nominal power decreases by less than 1 kW.
For inferior reliability, on the other hand, the battery capacity is slightly decreased, while the wind turbine
rated power reduces from 11 to 7 kW.

Summarizing, one may clearly state that the dimensions and the initial investment cost of a stand-alone
wind power system are substantially limited as the system reliability required by the consumer decreases from
the theoretical value of 100% to a fair value, like 99%, or in less crucial applications to 95%. To be more
precise, the parameter that usually determines the reliability lower boundary of a stand-alone system is the
no-energy fulfilment cost per hour (or the alternative energy coverage cost) of the remote installation.

Optimum System Configuration by Incorporating the No-energy Fulfilment Cost
As already mentioned in the introduction and proved in the previous section of this study, a marked total
cost decrease is encountered by reducing the system reliability, while–on the other hand–isolated consumers
may face various problems in no-energy fulfilment cases. In order to take this into consideration, a more
generalized approach is adopted, including the no-energy (electricity) fulfilment cost variable A. For this
purpose, the new function F to be minimized is defined as

QFn D QCn C QNn �6�

where QCn represents the total cost of the system in constant (e.g. 2002) values (see equation (3)) and QNn

describes the corresponding no-energy fulfilment (or alternative energy coverage) cost function for an n-year
time period, also in constant values. Keep in mind that the symbol Qx of a quantity in constant values can be
expressed as

Qx D x

�1 C g�n �7�

which is equal to the current value of x divided by the total inflation of the economy during the n-year period.
Similarly, the no-energy fulfilment cost function can be approximated as

Nn D h A[�1 C ˛��1 C i�n�1 C �1 C ˛�2�1 C i�n�2 C Ð Ð Ð C �1 C ˛�n�1�1 C i� C �1 C ˛�n] �8�

or equivalently

QNn D h A

(
1 C i

1 C g

)n 1 C ˛

1 C i

(
1 C ˛

1 C i

)n

� 1

1 C ˛

1 C i
� 1

�9�

where ˛ is the time-mean annual change of A value10 and h represents the hours per annum that the
consumption is not covered by the existing wind power system. More precisely, one may write

h D 8760�1 � R� �10�

At this point it is important to mention that in equation (9) it is indirectly assumed that A remains constant
and independent of h during a year. Substituting equations (3), (9) and (10) into equation (6), taking also into
account equation (7), one gets

QFn D ICo yn

{
�1 � �� C m

1 C g

g � i

[(
1

y

)n

� 1

]
C  C 8760 �1 � R�

A

ICo

1 C ˛

˛ � i
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1

z

)n

� 1

]}
�11�
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with
y D 1 C i

1 C g
�12�

and
z D 1 C i

1 C ˛
�13�

Thus, for any reliability level R chosen by the consumer, the minimum cost value Cn is predicted and
therefore the minimum total cost can be computed based on the A value defined. Recapitulating, for every
case analysed, Fn is a function of R, since both Qmax and No are in fact functions of R, hence a minimum
F value can be estimated according to the desired R level and the assumed numerical value of A.

Application Results
In this context the proposed methodology is applied to an autonomous wind power system functioning on
Kithnos Island. This present analysis considers the no-energy fulfilment cost parameter, while the results
obtained are expressed as a function of system reliability. Thus in Figure 4 the 10 year system total cost (see
equations (6) and (11)) is given as a function of the desired system reliability, using the hourly no-energy
fulfilment cost A as the fundamental parameter of the problem.

According to the results of Figure 4, for 0 < A � 25 ¤/h there is an optimum reliability value that minimizes
the 10 year system total cost. For higher A values the analysis ‘dictates’ the maximum technically realized
system reliability. On the other hand, for low A values (A ! 0) the system reliability cannot be estimated by
a similar model, thus other factors may determine the installation characteristics; e.g. in this approach Rmin

is set equal to 95%.
The same configuration may also be applied to Andros Island, as shown in Figure 5. Owing to the superior

wind potential of the area, the total cost values turnout naturally to be quite lower. Hence, as in the Kithnos
Island case, for 0 < A � 25 ¤/h there is an optimum reliability value that minimizes the 10 year system
cost, no-energy fulfilment cost included. However, for A values greater than 25 ¤/h the maximum reliability
value is required, while for A ! 0 the system dimensions should be defined using additional criteria, e.g. the
maximum capital to be invested.
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Figure 4. Impact of system reliability on the stand-alone wind power installation 10 year operational cost for Kithnos island
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Figure 5. Impact of system reliability on the stand-alone wind power installation 10 year operational cost for Andros island

As a general conclusion from the two representative cases analysed, one may state the following:

1. When the A value is approximately identified, there is an optimum system reliability value (R ³
98%–99Ð5%) minimizing the system total cost.

2. When the desired (or minimum acceptable) reliability limit is defined by the applications supported by the
stand-alone installation, the system configuration and total cost are a function of the numerical value of
parameter A.

3. In cases where both R and A are given, the optimum system size and total operational cost may be computed,
depending mainly on the available wind potential of the installation site.

In the following an attempt is made to estimate the optimum wind power stand-alone system main
parameters as a function of A. Hence in Figure 6 the number of hourly load rejections h per annum is
given as a function of A for both islands. According to the results obtained, there is a distinct bend on
both curves in Figure 6. This bend is located at A ³ 7 ¤/h for Andros Island and at A ³ 13 ¤/h for Kithnos
Island. Despite the different wind potentials of these two regions, differences and similarities between the two
curves should be attributed to the fact that–up to the bend point–the number of load rejections depends on
both wind turbine rated power and battery capacity, see also Figure 7. Subsequently, the h(A) curve slope is
considerably diminished, although continuously negative up to 30 ¤/h, where the rejection number practically
goes to zero. One sound explanation for this slope change results from the fact that after the bend point the
calculations indicate that only the battery size practically influences the reliability of the system.

The next parameter examined is the rated power No of the wind turbine used by the autonomous wind
power system, as shown in Figure 7. The results of the present study demonstrate that the optimum No value,
which minimizes the 10 year stand-alone system operational cost, increases with A, especially as A varies
between 0 and 20 ¤/h for Kithnos Island and between 0 and 10 ¤/h for Andros Island. For higher A values
the No value increase is considerably lower, leading to asymptotic behaviour, which is more evident for areas
of high wind potential. This means that in order to increase system reliability there is no need for further
wind power but for spare battery capacity to face large calm spells. This fact is almost obvious if one takes
into consideration the corresponding ‘best points’ curves in Figures 2 and 3.

On the other hand, the system optimum battery capacity Qmax is continuously increasing (almost linearly)
as A increases, as shown in Figure 8. To be more precise, analysing more carefully the Q(A) curve for Andros
Island, one may distinguish three separate regions, two of them also appearing in the Kithnos Island curve.
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Figure 6. Impact of no-energy fulfilment cost on the annual number of load rejections for typical stand-alone wind
power systems
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Figure 7. Impact of no-energy fulfilment cost on the optimum wind turbine size for typical stand-alone wind power systems

Thus at A ³ 8 ¤/h (A ³ 17 ¤/h for Kithnos Island) a slope increase is encountered. This fact is quite rational,
considering that–after this point–the contribution of wind turbine size to the stand-alone system energy
autonomy is inferior; see also Figure 7. In this case it is realistic to acquire higher battery capacity so as to
achieve the desired reliability level; see also the ‘best points’ curves in Figures 2 and 3. After A ³ 21 ¤/h
(there is no corresponding point in Figure 8 for Kithnos Island owing to its lower wind potential) the Q(A)
curve slope decreases, presenting an almost asymptotic behaviour. This means that for the Andros Island
case, if A ½ 21 ¤/h, the maximum system reliability value (R ! 100%) is achieved; hence there is no need
for additional battery capacity (i.e. battery capacity of 4200 Ah guarantees 40 h of energy autonomy12). On
the contrary, this is not the case for Kithnos Island, where batteries are considered necessary to face calm
spells12 approaching 200 h. Considering also that for A ½ 15 ¤/h the contribution of wind turbine size is not
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Figure 8. Impact of no-energy fulfilment cost on the optimum battery bank capacity for typical stand-alone wind
power systems

fundamental to Kithnos Island system reliability improvement (see Figure 7), higher battery capacity is the
only way to obtain the desired stand-alone system reliability level.

Finally, in Figure 9 the first installation cost ICo of the optimum stand-alone wind power system is given
for both applications as a function of A, State subsidization excluded. As it results from equation (2), the
ICo value is determined by No and Qmax. Taking into account the results of Figures 7 and 8 and the cost
functions of equation (2), the ICo value should be continuously increasing with A, especially for Kithnos
Island. For Andros Island the ICo increase is gradually decelerated, since the optimum system size does not
change dramatically for A values higher than 30 ¤/h.
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Figure 9. Impact of no-energy fulfilment cost on the optimum initial cost for typical stand-alone wind power systems
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Conclusions and Proposals
An integrated feasibility analysis method for a stand-alone wind power system is developed. The new model
takes into consideration, beyond the total long-term operational cost of the system, the no-energy fulfilment
(or the alternative energy coverage) cost of the installation. In this way the impact of desired system reliability
on the stand-alone system configuration is included. Accordingly, a detailed parametric investigation is carried
out concerning the influence of the hourly no-energy fulfilment cost on the system dimensions and operational
cost. The proposed methodology was successfully applied to two representative wind potential islands of the
Aegean Archipelago.

By using the experience gained up to now, one may suggest that for every realistic no-energy fulfilment
cost value there is an optimum system configuration, imposing also a minimum system reliability limit. On the
other hand, once the desired system reliability is specified, the optimum system configuration is a function of
the regional wind potential and the estimated no-energy fulfilment cost value, attributed by every consumer
at the above-mentioned specific reliability level. Hence the proposed analysis provides the capability to
determine–in all practical cases–the optimum wind power system configuration that minimizes the long-term
total cost of the installation, also considering the influence of the local economy basic parameters.
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